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CONSTANTIN BRÂNCOVEANU 
PATRON OF THE ARTS AT A GLOBAL SCALE 
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Abstract: Constantin Brâncoveanu was one of the most powerful Romanian rulers 
of the pre-modern times. In his 26 years of reign (1688-1714), the Wallachian diplomacy 
was at its peak, managing to maintain the political balance between the empires that 
surrounded the country. The political stability influenced the cultural life, in terms of an 
unprecedented circulation of books, scholarships, sponsorships, donations and people. 
Brâncoveanu’s influence was sensed from Venice, to Jerusalem and Georgia; he received 
great appreciation for his support by patriarchs, metropolitans, politicians all over the 
world, being acknowledged as the main maintainer and supporter of the Orthodoxy and 
Byzantine politics and culture. This article underlines the large areas of influence that 
Brâncoveanu exerted as a patron of Arts, a true Maecena, in the Orthodox communities all 
over the world. 
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The time of Constantine Brâncoveanu’s reign is of a great importance for the entire 
Europe. It was a time of crisis of the European conscience, which led to ideas such 
as unity, Latinity, continuity of the Romanian people, ideas that appeared 
increasingly in the historical and religious literature of the end of the 17th century 
and become programmatic and active in the fight for earning political rights, in the 
following century (Pop 59). Brâncoveanu’s reign covered the moment of transition 
between these moments, marked by the efforts to maintain the Byzantine traditions 
and also to modernize the Romanian society in all the aspects.  

In the second half of the 17th century, Moldavia and Wallachia maintained 
close connections with the Orient, resulting in not only a movement of people, but 
also a movement of books and ideas. After the Ottoman sultans banned the Arab 
orthodox communities from using the Arab script in printing, their spiritual rulers 
searched for help and found it in the Romanian countries. Even though the help 
offered by Romanian rulers to Near-Eastern Orthodox Communities had a long 
history, during the reign of Constantin Brâncoveanu it was doubled by the intense 
activity of the ruler to promote the use of the Romanian language in the local 
Orthodox Church, as part of his strategic plan of making Wallachia a bastion of the 
Byzantine glory.  
 Constantin Brâncoveanu continued the policy of maintaining the Byzantine 
mentality regarding the role of the Romanian countries – especially of Wallachia, 
                                                           
1 Ovidius University of Constanţa.  
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which he led for 26 years – as the epicentre of Orthodox Christianity, seen not only 
in the spiritual aspect, but also in that of a powerful political force, materialized by 
common strategies and armed unions with the Western Europe. Brâncoveanu 
focused around him the forces of the Orthodoxy, reaching its most remote places. 
However, his many initiatives to maintain the Byzantine tradition “are not 
characteristic due to a displacement of interest towards the Western civilization, as 
well as due to the intensification of the tensions among the neighbouring empires, 
which restricted the political autonomy of the Romanian countries” (Pippidi 329). 
The connections with the patriarchates of Jerusalem, Alexandria, Antioch, 
Damascus, with the Christian communities in Jerusalem, Syria, Anatolia, and 
Northern Egypt are maintained through donations of money, books, embroideries, 
numerous documents, etc. Of all the charitable acts that Brâncoveanu did for the 
Oriental Orthodox communities, the most important contribution was the 
introduction of the printing art in the Arab world, a process begun by introducing a 
line of Arabic at the publishing house in Snagov, at the request of Patriarch 
Anasthasios Dabbās (Cândea 1989, 174). 

Anasthasios Dabbās2, the Patriarch of Antioch, a well-educated man, in 
Greek, Latin, Arabic, Syrian, Italian and a prolific translator and commentator, 
travelled several times to Wallachia, for different occasions: as attendee of the 
wedding of Safta Brâncoveanu, the ruler’s daughter (spring, 1700) or for the 
confirmation ceremonies for the Brâncoveanu family (1703). The Patriarch thanked 
his protector for all the financial and political help, by dedicating him the History 
of the Patriarchs of Antioch that he wrote and printed in Bucharest, in 1702 
(Feodorov 2009, 49).  

Antim Ivireanu, the famous Georgian scholar protected by Brâncoveanu at 
his Court, with the help of the Patriarch Dabbās, “engraved the types and fabricated 
the moulds of the characters which he first used to print in Snagov, in 1701, in 
Greek and Arabic, a Liturgikon (Al-Qondāk al-falāhī, 252 p.)” (Feodorov 2009, 
44), providing the expenses of Brâncoveanu himself. It is almost certain that the 
Wallachian prince offered the Patriarch, at his departure, a set of Arabic types and 
all printing implements, because the first book issued by this typography – installed 
in Allepo, Syria – in 1706, the Psalter (Kitāb al-Zabūr al-šarīf), bore, on its first 
page, Brâncoveanu’s coat of arms, “identical with the one printed in the Liturgikon 
of Snagov, in 1701” (Feodorov 2009, 45). This printing press functioned until 
1711, when Brâncoveanu’s support stopped, due to his involvement in the Russian-
Turkish war, and because the Patriarch Anasthasios Dabbās did not manage to find 
any financial support for such an expensive activity (Feodorov 2009, 50). An 
apprentice of Anasthasios Dabbās‘, Abdallah Zāhir, transferred the printing press at 

                                                           
2 The Patriarch Anasthasios Dabbās is also the translator from Greek into Arabic of 
Dimitrie Cantemir’s Divanul sau gâlceava înţeleptului cu lumea sau Giudeţul sufletului cu 
trupul, published by the author in Jassy, in 1698. The Arabic edition with an English 
translation was edited by Ioana Feodorov and published at the Romanian Academy 
Publishing House, in 2008. 
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the Melkite Monastery St. John the Baptist in Lebanon, where it functioned 
between 1734 and 1899 (Cândea, Mărturii III 207). 

Brâncoveanu’s fame in promoting Orthodoxy by cultural meanings 
determined the Georgian king Wakhtang IV to ask him for help with printed 
religious texts, therefore Brancoveanu sent a specialist to Tiflis, where he printed 
the first two Georgian books, a Gospel and a Missal (Cartojan 212). The specialist 
sent there was Mihail, son of Stephan, an apprentice of Antim Ivireanu, the 
Wallachian metropolitan of Georgian origins (Cândea, Mărturii I XLIII). 

Brâncoveanu’s intense activity in promoting and supporting the printing 
and circulation of books was recognized by the various foreign scholars, who 
offered him gifts in the same manner. The metropolitan Gennadius of Dristra 
offered to Brâncoveanu the Orations against Mohammed, by Ioannes VI 
Cantacuzenus (a copy from the 16th century); Brâncoveanu’s erudite son Stephan 
received Theophilos Coridaleo’s Commentary on Aristotle’s Physics from 
Theodoros of Trabzon. This son was also the author of several panegyrics 
published in Bucharest, by the metropolitan Antim Ivireanu: Logos panīgyrikos eis 
ton isapostolon Megan Kōnstantinon (“Panegyric for Saint Constantine”), 1701 
(Cândea, Mărturii 79, 84, 302), Logos panīgyrikos eis ton protomartyra tou 
Christou Stephanou (“Panegyric for Stephan the Great Martyr of Christ”), 1702; 
Logos panīgyrikos eis tīn endoxon Metastasin tīs aeiparthenou Theomītoros 
(“Panegyric for the Dormition of the Virgin, Mother of God”), 1703 (Cândea, 
Mărturii III 261-262). 

The noble families in Moldova and Wallachia were increasingly interested 
in sending their young boyars to study abroad, mainly in Italy and Poland. 
Brâncoveanu did more than that and offered scholarships to persons that were not 
related to his family or were not even Romanian. Such was the case of Georgios 
Chrisogonus Hypomenas, surnamed Trapezuntios, a Greek doctor and philosopher, 
or Antonios Strategos, both sponsored by Brâncoveanu to study in Venice (N. 
Iorga 1933, 31, 54); other examples regard Michail Schendos, the future doctor of 
Brâncoveanu and Nicolae Mavrocordat and Dimitrie Cantemir’s secretary, the 
Wallachian brothers Palade and Gheorghe Damian (Cândea, Marturii III 102), in 
the context of the intensification of commerce between the Greek merchants 
naturalised in Wallachia and the Venetian market (Luca, 321). Brâncoveanu used a 
large community of intellectuals in his plans of development. Sevastos Kyminitis, a 
Greek erudite educated in Constantinople and Italy, called by Şerban Cantacuzino, 
the predecessor of Brâncoveanu, to reorganize the Greek School in Bucharest, 
came there in 1689 and was not only hired, but also very much appreciated by 
Brâncoveanu. He dedicated to Brâncoveanu his translation of Aristotle’s Virtues 
and Vices into Greek (Iorga, 2002, 167). Antonios Strategos and Kyminitis 
returned to the Romanian countries after finishing their studies in Venice, and they 
will achieve the position of directors of the Greek Academy of Bucharest later, in 
the time of Nicolaus Maurocordatos. Along Kyminitis and Strategos, other Greek 
erudites were hired at this school, such as Marcos Porfiropoulos, Jacob Manos, 
Georgios Hrisogonos, Ioannes Komnenos. The last one, a former pupil of the 
famous Alexander Mavrocordatos, translated for his patron a collection of maxims 
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and also dedicated to Constantin Cantacuzino, Brâncoveanu’s uncle and close 
counsellor, a compilation about the emperor Ioannes Cantacuzenus’s life (Iorga 
2002, 186).  

Brâncoveanu ensured a stable income for the Greek Academy by using the 
interest rate of 810 thalers of 30 000 thalers deposited in a special account at the 
bank in Venice (Camariano-Cioran 34). This money was used to ensure that 
education was free and accessible for everyone who wishes to study, whether that 
person was noble or not. Brâncoveanu, in 1707, when he reorganized the School, 
and later on, Nicolaus Mavrocordatos, in 1714 underlined the free access to the 
education provided here: “Everyone can study here, without any payment” 
(Camariano - Cioran 208). Also, the money invested by Brâncoveanu was used not 
only for the salaries of the teaching staff, but also for scholarships in order to 
encourage poor but interested pupils to pursue their studies. The scholarships were 
addressed mainly for internal pupils, provided with accommodation, food, clothes 
and medical care. The noble pupil instead had to pay a certain amount of money for 
the same services, if wanted (Camariano- Cioran 212). The quality of the education 
provided here attracted students from abroad, some of them beneficiaries of the 
scholarship system initiated by Brâncoveanu in 1707. Most of them were Greek, 
from various regions, such as Epiros, Thessalia, Macedonia, Peloponessos, 
Thracia, Anatolia; others came from Bulgaria; there is evidence that Peter the Great 
sent two young scholars to study in Bucharest and other Russian and even French 
pupils were registered in 1811 (Camariano - Cioran 214). The educational system 
in Brâncoveanu’s Academy was modern, taking as model the Western curriculum; 
students were introduced to literature, history, rhetoric, philosophy, logic, 
astronomy, mathematics, chemistry, physics. The books prohibited in 
Constantinople freely circulated in the intellectual milieu of the Romanian 
countries. Together with the Academy of Jassy, the Academy of Bucharest, 
reorganized and sponsored by Constantin Brâncoveanu, could be consider a center 
of the Enlightenment throughout South-eastern Europe. 
 Following his mission of protector and promoter of the Orthodox religion, 
seen as an expression of resistance against the catholic and Calvinist pressure from 
the West, Brâncoveanu supported the Romanian Orthodox resistance in 
Transylvania. In 1690 the Austrians conquered Transylvania from the Turks and 
the printing house in Balgrad (i.e. Alba-Iulia) ceased to function; in 1699, 
Brâncoveanu sent Mihail Stefanovici – the same who later on was to be sent to 
Georgia - to establish a new printing house, where religious and didactic books 
where printed (Cartojan 201-211). In the preface of Chiriacodromion, the printer 
Mihail Stefanovici underlined the fact that Brâncoveanu is “the true patron of the 
holy Metropolitan Church of here, of Ardeal, and of all those who keep the hope 
under his Majesty’s mercy”3, and Brâncoveanu himself made generous donations 
of books or sent books (80 in 1712-1713) from the printing house of Târgovişte to 
Transylvania (Pop 63). He was also the protector of two scholars from 

                                                           
3 “The patron of the true higher church here in Transylvania and of all those who are 
struggling under his great mercy”.  
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Transylvania, the brothers Teodor and David Corbea, from Braşov. The first one is 
the author of Dictiones Latinæ cum Valachica interpretatione (Latin-Romanian 
Dictionary), one of the works that marked the rupture with the Slavic tradition and 
the new cultural orientation towards Western Europe (Gherman, 53). The second 
one, David, was an open opponent of the union between the Romanian Orthodox 
Church and the Roman Catholic Church (that eventually led to a new Greek-
Catholic Church) and found protection at Brâncoveanu’s Court (Bezviconi 118); he 
was sent to Moscow, on a diplomatic mission, in the context of the Russian-
Turkish conflict, together with Teodor and other erudite foreigners used by 
Brânconveanu in his political purposes. 
 The cultural enterprises that Brâncoveanu exerted from Venice, to Syria 
and Jerusalem were strictly linked to his political strategies, of resisting the 
Ottoman Empire and maintaining the diplomatic balance between the Russian, 
Habsburgic and Ottoman Empire. He invested an enormous amount of power, 
influence and money to protect the Orthodox communities in Europe and Asia, 
against the Catholic, Protestant or Muslim pressure. Brâncoveanu also offered 
political and cultural protection for the Romanians in Transylvania, ensuring the 
circulation of books and printers, in order to sustain their efforts of preserving their 
national identity and Orthodox religion. Constantin Brâncoveanu attracted foreign 
scholars to Bucharest, whom he very much praised, and used them for his cultural 
aims and as diplomatic agents. His long and intense activity as a Romanian 
Maecena, a “patron of culture” (Duţu 159) ensured him the respect of many 
religious and political personalities of the moment and made him a crucial figure in 
the Romanian culture. Brâncoveanu is the leader in a cultural model that irradiates 
from Bucharest to the West and East, concentrating all his efforts in helping the 
Orthodoxy to preserve its privileges within the Ottoman Empire, up to the ultimate 
proof of faith, his and his sons’ martyrdom in 1714. 
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